Quick Start for Locating Meta-Analyses

PubMed

1. Use MeSH to conduct and structure your search.
2. Click the Customize link under Article Types at the left of the screen.
3. Scroll to Meta-Analysis and then click the Show button at the bottom of the window.
4. Meta-Analysis should now appear under Article Types. Click it to select it.
5. PubMed will automatically limit your results to meta-analyses.

Quick Start for Locating Guidelines (Starting from the Campbell University Medical Library page)

Essential Evidence Plus

Click EBMG Guidelines

Navigate to the desired topic either by subject area or alphabetic list.

Clinical Key

Click All Types to the left of the query box

Select Guidelines from the pull-down menu.

Search your desired condition or topic.

DynaMed Plus

Search the desired topic.

Select the Guidelines and Resources link.

Library Catalog (National Guidelines Clearinghouse)

National Guidelines Clearinghouse

Click the Database tab on the library’s catalog and search National Guidelines Clearinghouse.

PubMed

1. Use MeSH to conduct and structure your search.
2. Click the Customize link under Article Types at the left of the screen.
3. Scroll to Guideline and then click the Show button at the bottom of the window.
4. Guideline should now appear under Article Types. Click it to select it.
5. PubMed will automatically limit your results to guidelines.